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Given a set U of size q in an affine plane of order q, we determine the possibilities
for the number of directions of secants of U, and in many cases characterize the sets
U with given number of secant directions.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
Let K=GF(q) be the finite field with q elements, where q= pn, p prime.
Let U be a set of q points in K2, and let, with u=(u1 , u2),
D={u2&v2u1&v1 } u{v, u, v # U=K _ []
be the set of directions determined by the set U. Re dei [4] proves the
following bounds for the size N of D: Either N(q+1)2 or (q+ pe)
( pe+1)N(q&1)( pe&1) for some integer en2, or N=1. In [2] his
proof was simplified and the results were improved. It was conjectured that
the truth is that N(q+3)2 or qpe+1N(q&1)( pe&1) for some
divisor e of n, or N=1. The aim of this note is to prove this and to deter-
mine the sets U with N<(q+3)2.
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The problem has been studied in recent years by several people, inde-
pendently of each other, using different points of view. The geometric point
of view asks for the number of difference quotients ( f (x)& f ( y))(x& y)
that can occur for a function f # GF(q)[X] [4, 2]. The permutation poly-
nomial point of view asks for the possible numbers of c # GF(q) such that
f (X )+cX is a permutation polynomial [3]. Since f (X )+cX is a permuta-
tion polynomial precisely if &c does not occur as a difference quotient the
problems are exactly complementary. Our original motivation to study this
problem lies in its connection to blocking sets. For a recent survey see [1].
K2 may be mapped to L=GF(q2) by (a, b) [ :a+;b, for arbitrary
:, ; # L* with :;  K. If F is a subfield of K, then K and hence also L is
a vector space over F. A subset V of K2 will be called F-linear, if it is
mapped in this way to a F-subspace of L. It is easy to check that this
property is well-defined, that is, it is independent of the choice of : and ;
defining the mapping.
Theorem 1.1. Let U/K2 be a point set of size q containing the origin,
let D be the set of slopes of secants of U, and put N :=|D|. Let e (with
0en) be the largest integer such that each line with slope in D meets U
in a multiple of pe points. Then we have one of the following:
(i) e=0 and (q+3)2Nq+1,
(ii) e=1, p=2, and (q+5)3Nq&1,
(iii) pe>2, e | n, and qpe+1N(q&1)( pe&1),
(iv) e=n and N=1.
Moreover, if pe>3 or ( pe=3 and N=q3+1), then U is GF( pe)-linear, and
all possibilities for N can be determined explicitly (in principle).
The proof of this theorem will take the rest of this paper.
All bounds given for N are sharp, in the sense that there are examples
with equality, except for the lower bound in case (ii), where one might
hope for Nq2+1; indeed, this holds for q16. The conclusion that U
is pe-linear is probably also true for pe equal to 2 or 3, but essentially new
ideas are necessary to prove this.
2. LACUNARY POLYNOMIALS
We associate to the set U the Re dei polynomial
r(X, Y, Z)= ‘
(u1 , u2 ) # U
(X+u1Y&u2Z)= :
q
j=0
\ j (Y, Z) X j.
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For y # K, let ry(X ) :=r(X, y, 1), and let r(X) :=r(X, 1, 0). Then ry is a
monic polynomial of degree q in X. This polynomial codes the intersection
sizes of the lines in direction y with Uindeed, these intersection sizes are
the multiplicities of the zeros of ry . If y is not a secant direction, then we
see all possible zeros with multiplicity one:
ry(X)=Xq&X  y  D.
It follows that \j=0 if 1< j<q and jN; indeed, we have found q+1&N
distinct zeros of the homogeneous polynomial \j (Y, Z) which has degree at
most q& j.
We use Re dei’s notation f% and f%% for the degree and the second degree
of the polynomial f. (The second degree of f is the degree of the polynomial
obtained from f by removing its term of highest degree. It is undefined if
f is a monomial.)
The above observation means that ry is lacunary: its second degree
(when defined) is much smaller than its degree. Moreover, it factors
completely into linear factors (over K). We repeat the main lemma on such
polynomials ([4], Satz 18):
Lemma 2. Let s be a power of p, 1s<q, and suppose that f (X )=
Xqs+ g(X ) # K[X]"K[X p] is fully reducible (over K). Then either g%
(q+s)s(s+1) or s=1 and f (X )=X q&X.
Proof. A zero of f (X ) with multiplicity + is a zero of f $ with multiplicity
at least +&1, and a zero of Xq&X with multiplicity 1. Hence f | ( f s&
(Xq&X )) f $=(gs+X ) g$. By assumption g$ is nonzero, so either gs+X=0
and f (X)=Xq&X, or the right hand side is nonzero, and qs(s+1) g%&1.
K
Let sy | q be such that ry # K[X sy ]"K[X psy ] and let s=miny # D sy .
Then every line with slope y meets the set U in a multiple of sy points, and
every secant meets U in a multiple of s points. We see that s= pe in the
terminology of the theorem.
Counting the points in U seen from a fixed point u # U in all possible
directions we get:
1+N(s&1)q in other words (for s>1): N
q&1
s&1
,
which is precisely the upper bound on N claimed in the theorem.
For a lower bound we use that if y has sy=s, then either s=q, N=1,
or, by the above lemma (applied to r1sy ), we have ry%%(q+s)(s+1), and
rj {0 for j=ry%%, so that ry%%N&1 and hence N1+(q+s)(s+1). This
proves the lower bounds given in cases (i), (ii) and (iv) of the theorem.
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3. A DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
Since ry%%N&1, the upper bound for N implies that ry%%(q&s)
(s&1). This allows us to use the following
Lemma 3.1. Let f (X)=Xqs+ g(X ) # K[X]"K[X p] be fully reducible
(over K) with g%(q&s)s(s&1) if s4, or g%qs2 if s=3. Then
Xqs+ g=(gs+X ) g$.
Proof. In the previous section we saw that the left hand side divides the
right hand side. So we may write
Xqs+ g=(gs+X ) g$m,
for some polynomial m of degree
m%=sg%+ g$%&qs.
Take the derivative and multiply by m2 to obtain
m(m&1) g$=(gs+X)(mg"&m$g$).
If mg"&m$g$=0 we get m=1, proving the statement. If not, then comparing
degrees we get
sg%+3g$%2qs.
If s=3 then our assumption g%qs2 shows that this is impossible. For
s>3 we use the hypothesis g%(q&s)s(s&1) (and g$%<g%), to get
q(s&5)&s(s+3)
so that s<5. But if s=4, then p=2. With k=mg"&m$g$ we now have the
two equations:
mf =( f s&(X q&X )) f $ and m(m&1) f $=( f s&(Xq&X ))k.
This case is ruled out in four steps.
(i) If f (a)=0, then m(a)=+a , the multiplicity of a as a zero of f.
Indeed, m=( f s&(X q&X )) f $ f, and (X&a)( f $ f )|X=a=+a , but ( f s&
(Xq&X ))(X&a)| X=a=1, so m(a)=+a .
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(ii) The number of zeros of f with odd multiplicity is at most m%.
Indeed, they are zeros of m&1.
(iii) The degree of k is at least q4&m%.
Indeed, f has a quadratic factor of degree q4&m%. This factor divides f $,
and every zero also occurs in m(m&1). On the other side, the zeros of
f s&(Xq&X) all have multiplicity one, so the quadratic factor divides k.
(iv) k=0 and m=1.
Indeed, the assumption was g%(q&s)s(s&1)<q12. We just found
2m%+ g%>4g%+k%, so 3m%&3g%>q4. Since m%<5g%&q4 this gives
12g%>q, contradiction. K
We now turn to investigate the differential equation Xqs+ g=(gs+X) g$.
Let h= g$. We would like to prove that essentially g(X)=X+X s+ } } } +Xqs2
(so that h is constant, and e | n). But there are other solutions as well (see
the proof below). However, in the case of nonconstant h we can bound its
degree very precisely, and moreover find information on its shape.
Lemma 3.2. Let X qs+ g=(gs+X )h, where h= g$. Then either h is
constant, or for some i>0, we have h # K[X s i ]"K[X s i+1 ],
q(s&1)
si+2
h%<
q(s&1)
si+2&s
and h=’‘s&1 for certain polynomials ’ # K[X s i+1 ], ‘ # K[X s i ]. In
particular, every zero of h has multiplicity at least (s&1)si.
Proof. If h is not constant, then q>s2, and h%+1g%<qs2. In the
identity
Xqs+(g&Xh)= gsh,
compare the terms of degree not divisible by s on both sides. On the left
hand side these have degree at most qs2, but on the right hand side there
is a factor gs of degree sg%(q+s)(s+1)>qs2, so h does not have any
terms of degree not divisible by s, i.e., h # K[X s].
Let h # K[X s i ]"K[X s i+1 ]. Then i1 and q>s i+2. Put (for j0)
gj= g&Xh&X shs+1&X s
2hs 2+s+1& } } } &X s j&1 hs j&1+ } } } +1,
(so that g0= g). By induction on j (1 ji) we see that gj (X ) # K[X s
j
].
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Indeed, for j=1 we have seen this already, and for 2 ji this follows
from the identity
Xqs+ gj= gsj&1h.
For 0 ji&1, all terms of gj+1 occur in gj (since no term of gj+1& gj=
&X s j hs j+ } } } +1 lies in K[X s j+1 ]), so that gi%g% and
si&1+h%
si&1
s&1
g%. (1)
Write g~ = gi . Then g~ satisfies
Xqs+ g~ &X s i hs i+ } } } +1= g~ sh. (2)
If the inequality (1) is strict, then g~ %= g%. On the other hand, if we have
equality in (1), then we can solve g% and h% from that equality and sg%+h%
=qs, and find h%=(s&1)(q&s i+1)(si+2&s). Since this is a positive
integer, (i+1)e divides n, and qs2i+2. It follows that h% satisfies the
inequalities claimed, and it only remains to show that h has the required
shape; in particular, there is nothing to prove anymore for s=2.
If g~ =0, then (2) implies that h is a monomial. We do have equality in
(1), and h=:Xh% where h%=(s&1)(q&si+1)(si+2&s) and :s i+ } } } +1=1.
Thus, h is an (s&1)-th power. (Conversely, this h, together with the g
determined by g~ =0, is a solution of the differential equation considered.)
Now let g~ {0. Write
h= :
s&1
j=0
’j X js
i
and g~ = :
s&1
j=0
#jX js
i
,
where ’j , #j # K[X s
i+1
] (0 js&1). Then
#j&’j&1 hs
i+ } } } +s= g~ s’ j (s j)
for j{0, and
Xqs+#0&’s&1 X s
i+1 hs i+ } } } +s= g~ s’0 . (s0)
Since g~ s has larger degree than # j , we see from (s j) that if ’j {0 then also
’j&1 {0. In particular, ’0 {0. Moreover, ’1 {0, since h  K[X s
i+1
].
Computing ’j } (s j)&’j&1 } (s j+1) we find for 1 js&2:
’j #j&’j&1#j+1= g~ s(’2j &’ j&1’j+1).
The left hand side has degree at most g%+h%, while the right hand side is
either zero, or has degree at least sg~ %. Claim: sg~ %>g%+h%.
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Indeed, either we have sg~ %=sg%>g%+h%, or we have equality in (1) and
from equation (s1) we find (for s3):
sg~ %h%(si+ } } } +s&1)=
s&1
s \
q&1
si+1&1
&1+ (si+ } } } +s&1)> qs2
=sg%+h%>g%+h%.
Consequenly, ’j #j&’j&1#j+1=’2j &’j&1’j+1=0 for 1 js&2, so that
all ’j are nonzero, and ’j=’0(’1 ’0) j for 0 js&1 and
s=’0 :
j \
’1
’0
X s i ) j=’0 \’1’0 X s
i
&1+
s&1
.
Let ’0=u0u and ’1=u1 u where u=gcd(’0 , ’1) so that gcd(u0 , u1)=1.
Then u, u0 , u1 # K[X s
i+1
], and
h=
u
us&20
(u1X s
i
&u0)s&1.
Now it follows that us&20 | u (note that if X | u0 then the multiplicity of the
factor X in u0 and u is a multiple of si+1, while it is less than si+1 in
(u1X s
i
&u0)s&1). Say uus&20 =’, for ’ # K[X
s i+1] and h has the required
form with ‘=u1X s
i
&u0 .
It remains to prove the degree estimate for h in case g~ %= g%. But in this
case h%=qs&sg% is a multiple of s i+1, so that ’%0=h%.
From ’0=’u s&10 and ’1=’u
s&2
0 u1 it also follows that ’%1h%(s&2)
(s&1). Now consider ’1 } (s0)&’0 } (s1):
’1 Xqs+’1#0&’0#1&(&’20+’1X
s i+1’s&1) ss
i+ } } } +s=0.
This gives the degree estimate for h. K
4. CONSIDERING ALL DIRECTIONS SIMULTANEOUSLY
Let Dw be the set of y # D with sy=w, and put Nw :=|Dw |. Then
N=w Nw , and counting the points of U seen from a fixed point u # U in
all directions we get  Nw(w&1)q&1. If Nw=0 for s<w<t, then it
follows from N>q(s+1) that
:
w>s
Nw<
2q
(t&s)(s+1)
and Ns>
q
s+1
&
2q
(t&s)(s+1)
.
In particular, these estimates hold for t= ps.
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Let us call y # D regular if sy=s. The number of regular points is Ns . For
a regular point the previous lemmas apply, that is r1sy =X
qs+ gy=
(gsy+X) hy with hy= g$y (provided of course that s4, or s=3 and N
q3+1). Let us call the regular point y of type i if hy # K[X s
i
]"K[X s i+1 ]
and of type  if hy is constant.
Lemma 4.1. There is a regular point y with hy constant when s4, or
s=3 and Nq3+1.
Proof. Count triples (a, b, y) # U_U_D where the line joining a and b
has slope y. Since every pair determines one direction this number is
exactly q(q&1). Let Ny be the number of such triples for a fixed y. If y is
regular of type i<, each line of length L in direction y contributes
L(L&1) to Ny , so that Ny=q(s&1)+L L(L&s). But lines of length
larger than s have length s(1+a:si), and contribute a factor of multiplicity
1+a:si to gy and of multiplicity a: si to hy . Since : a:si=h%y and a:
s&1 (by the previous lemma), we find  L(L&s)si+2 : a:(1+a:si)>
si+2(s&1) h%y(s&1)
2 q. It follows that Nyq(s2&s). Hence the number
of regular points not of type  is at most
q(q&1)
q(s2&s)
=
q&1
s2&s
.
Since the number of regular points is
Ns>
q
s+1
&
2q
s(s+1)( p&1)
,
there is a regular point y with constant hy when s3. K
At this point we can conclude that e | n, and also Nqs+1. This
completes the proof of parts (i)(iv) of the theorem.
5. U IS A SUBSPACE
We now proceed to show that the set U is GF(s)-linear. This is done by
showing that the Re dei polynomial r(X, Y, Z) is of the form
r(X, Y, Z)=:
i
\qsi (Y, Z) Xqs
i
.
i.e., that \j=0 unless j is a power of s. Note that \0=0 since U contains
the origin.
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Let Ds be the set of points y # Ds (the set of regular points) of type ,
and put N s :=|D

s |. If y # D

s then ry=X
qs+ gy can be solved from
Xqs+ gy=(gsy+X )c for some c # K, and we see that \qs( y){0. Here we
abuse notation by writing \j ( y)=\j ( y, 1) for y # K, and \ j ()=\j (1, 0).
Since there is such a point y, we have \qs {0. Since \%qsq&qs it follows
that for at least qs points y # D, \qs( y){0. Therefore, the number of y
with ry%%qs is at least qs. If y # Ds"Ds then q(s+1)<ry%%<qs. So, the
at least qs points y where \qs does not vanish all lie in Ds _ w>s Dw ,
and it follows that
N s 
q
s
&
2q
( p&1) s(s+1)
.
We want to prove that in r(X, Y, Z) only the terms with X-degree of the
form qsi for some i survive. Call j exceptional if j is not of this form. So
we want to show that \j=0 for exceptional j. Now if j is exceptional, then
\j ( y)=0 for y  D and also for y # Ds , and these two sets together have
more than
q&
q&1
s&1
+
q
s
&
2q
( p&1) s(s+1)
points. Since \j has degree at most q& j, this shows that there are no
exceptional numbers j with qs> j>q(s+1), in other words Ds=Ds : all
regular points are of type .
Let us now extend the definition of regular. We call the polynomial f
regular if it is GF(s)-linear, so if it is in the span of [X, X s, X s 2, ...]. Also
y # K _ [] is regular if the polynomial ry(X ) is regular. So points in D
that were regular before still are, and points outside D are regular as well.
The aim is of course to show that all points are regular. Let t=min[sy | y
irregular]. So t>s. Take y # Dt , irregular. Then ry # K[X t]. The number of
irregular points is bounded from above by wt Nw<2q(t&s)(s+1).
Hence, if j is exceptional, then also j2q(t&s)(s+1) (again because all
regular points are zeros of \j which has degree at most q& j). Write
ry=Xq+ g+ht
where g is regular of degree at most qs, and ht corresponds to the excep-
tional part. In particular th%2q(t&s)(s+1).
First assume t is not a power of s. So si<t<si+1 for some i1. And
h${0. The usual divisibility relation for r1ty is
r1ty =(X
qt+ g1t+h) | (X+ g+ht)h$. (3)
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Also for 1 ji one has r1ty | r
1s j
y or
Xqs j#&g1s j&hts j mod r1ty .
Note that g1s j is regular, of degree at most qs j+1. This means that we may
reduce g to a linear combination of polynomials X, X s, X s 2, .., X qs i+1 and
hts, hts 2, .., hts i modulo r1ty .
This reduces the right hand side of (3) to a polynomial of degree at most
qsi+1+h$%<qt. So the right hand side is zero after this reduction, an
impossibility since h${0 and the factor in front of it is of the form X plus
a p-th power.
So in fact t is a power of s, say t=si, i>1, and we proceed exactly as
before, except that now g1t may have a linear term, so that in the right
hand side h$ must be replaced by (h+ g1t)$. The right hand side zero again
so some linear combination of X, X s, X s2, .., h, hs, hs2, ... is zero and it is an
exercise to show that h and also ht are in fact regular. (Here one has to
observe that the constant term of h is zero because we took the origin
in U.)
Finally, let w # GF(q2)"GF(q), and map AG(2, q) to GF(q2) by (a, b) [
&aw+b. The images of the points of U under this map are the zeros of
rw(X )=‘ (X+aiw&bi) # (X, X s, X s
2
, .., Xq) GF(q 2) .
From the form of rw it now follows that rw(X1+X2)=rw(X1)+rw(X2)
and rw(:X )=:rw(X ), for all X, X1 , X2 # GF(q2) and : # GF(s) K
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